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Rashmi Gupta

From: project.breeze@inoxwind.com on behalf of Dhruv Bhavsar [Dhruv.Bhavsar@edelweissfin.com]
Sent: 24 August 2022 22:01
To: project.breeze@inoxwind.com; project.breeze@khaitanco.com; Project Breeze; breeze@damcapital.in; project.breeze@equirus.com; 

project.breeze@idbicapital.com; Project Breeze Systematix
Cc: project.breeze@edelweissfin.com
Subject: [project.breeze] Response from Inox Wind Energy Services Limited

Dear Team, 
 
Please refer to the trail email for the complaint raised by Jin Lee. 
 
KCO Team - Request you to draft response for the same. 
 
Regards, 
 
Dhruv Bhavsar 
 
Get Outlook for Android 

From: Nitesh Bhandari <niteshbh@sebi.gov.in> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2022 9:03:54 PM 
To: Dhruv Bhavsar - Investment Banking <Dhruv.Bhavsar@edelweissfin.com> 
Cc: RISHI BARUA <rishib@sebi.gov.in>; Sachin Khandelwal - Investment Banking <Sachin.Khandelwal@edelweissfin.com>; Lokesh Singhi - Fixed Income Markets 
<Lokesh.Singhi@edelweissfin.com>; Bhavana Kapadia - Investment Banking <Bhavana.Kapadia@edelweissfin.com> 
Subject: FW: Response from Inox Wind Energy Services Limited  
  
Dear Dhruv, 
  
We are in receipt of another communication on the subject matter from Mr. Jin Lee. You are advised to deal with the points raised therein in detail and provide 
your inputs on the same. 
  
Regards 
Nitesh Bhandari 
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From: Jin Lee [mailto:nanhonjaya27@gmail.com]  
Sent: 19/08/2022 23:52 
To: Nitesh Bhandari 
Subject: Re: Response from Inox Wind Energy Services Limited 
  
Dear Nitesh Bhandari . 
  
I have tried to give a response requested by you on time but i would like to state in detail in case if you need any further inquiry please let me 
know . 
  
  
  
  

The response  
  
  

19/08/2022

  

To , 

INOX  

Email: 

Subject: Response for the email received on the date of 17/08/2022 through SEBI  

  

I reply on the letter written by  Inox Green Energy Services Limited as following : 

  

1.   
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Speaking of Korean Govt insurance ( Hereinafter  refer “ Ksure” )As already explained before, Inox approached Ksure intentionally to 
manipulate withdrawal of the application before NCLT therefore Ksure withdrawn the petition on the date of 16/10/2020 by trusting 
Inox will clear the debt however Inox kept cheating without paying.  

This point should be highlighted that You don t mention about whether the amount promised by Inox has cleared or not but on the 
other hand , you are expecting that there is no petition by Ksure.  

There is no doubt that Inox is still considering SEBI as blind with the clear fact that Inox knowingly has been cheating saying there was 
no petition going at the time of offering DRHP to SEBI . 

This is a clear fact that Inox Green offered DRHP dated 7/Feb/2022 before SEBI as you mentioned already.  

The petition filed by Ksure before NCLT has been going on from 24/09/2021 for Ksure ( Annexure No.1-  I m hereby “again” attaching 
the case details) which is much before Inox green offered DRHP and the rest is depends on SEBI . 

I would like to give an appeal before SEBI that although it is crystal clear Inox has been cheating your good office with the fact e,g the 
concealment of the date regarding the litigation , the criteria of deciding the fact should be whether there is a actual debt cleared or 
not but not whether there is a litigation or not.  

The purpose of disclosing the facts regarding the litigation is to know whether there is a debt and the concern of the effect to the 
public when it is related to cash flow in the market is the reason why SEBI should focus on knowing whether the actual debt has 
cleared or not .  

  

2. 

The amount for 44 Cr INR demanded by Hyundai is including stocks and delivered products to INOX which INOX acknowledged already 
but excluding the interest which normally admitted before NCLT is 8 % with 6 years . 

The amount will be 661,560,000 INR.  

The intention that INOX mentioned about the litigation by Ksure which was going on from 24/09/2021 , to the date of 18/04/2022 is 
an undeniable fact that INOX fraudulently did not mention it before.  
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3.  

a) Regarding the Criminal petition against Devansh Jain who is the CEO of INOX is important to disclose as it will give an effect to the 
decision of the company as a CEO.  

Furthermore this criminal petition arose due to the debt intentionally not cleared which is the same filed the complaint before SEBI.  

This is not only a criminal act by the CEO but also by the Company.  

  

4.  

This is again another attempt of cheating saying the amount of debt is 83.49 million to Hyundai.  

The amount of 83.49 million is set because of the emergent financial crisis of the company. At that time of settlement ,  INOX 
requested to pay for the Delivered products first and the stocks manufactured by Hyundai shall be taken after that.  

But the amount which was promised by INOX never paid so far therefore Hyundai filed the petition including the stock amount which 
is 447,000,000 Cr INR. 

I would like to emphasize that the amount ordered by INOX is 7,000,000 USD equal to 559,330,143 INR . I hereby again attach the 
Purchase Order issued by INOX ( Annexure No. 2.3  ) 

  

After filing the criminal petition against the CEO of INOX , the police, by order of the Magistrate, went to the INOX office and the 
Employee stated that Hyundai delivered the Products more than it was ordered by INOX .  

The Police report is under process of Hyundai is getting and will submit it before SEBI as an Evidence.  

Also note that As I mentioned above Para No. 2 , the amount including Minimum interest before NCLT on 447,000,000 ( Stocks + 
Delivered Products) Cr INR is beyond the amount ordered by INOX.  
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5. 

As the facts stated above , it is clear that Inox has been cheating dishonestly and fraudulently with your good office and keeps giving 
an excuse of anything even if there are clear facts the complainant has.  

The complainant is also concerned that INOX keeps offering DRHP to get the benefit of the market once it is known to the Public and it 
needs  to be taken back in the name of justice.  

6.  

As a facts stated above and evidences  Proved it is undeniable that there has been a  Misrepresentation , concealment of facts and 

wilful misinformation which is punishable under u/s 11(1)(e) ,12(A)(c) ,20(2),24(f) SEBI ACT.  

Therefore the complainant prays to punish them as your good office think fits 

  

7.  

The name of the Chinese Company is “ Shanxi Tianbo Group Co. Ltd and they have 50 Cr INR demanding against INOX .  

I have all the proof and can submit in person to your good office and two more suspected companies which INOX has not disclosed 
intentionally.  

  

Best Regard  

Jin Lee  

On behalf of Ksure and Hyundai 
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2022년  8월  17일  (수 ) 오 후  4:49, Nitesh Bhandari <niteshbh@sebi.gov.in>님 이  작 성 : 
Mr. Jin Lee,   
  
Forwarding email sent yesterday but the email ID was not typed properly and hence bounced. Request you to kindly respond with comments/ inputs as per the 
trailing email latest by August 19, 2022.  
  
Regards 
Nitesh Bhandari 
 
Begin forwarded message: 
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From: Nitesh Bhandari <niteshbh@sebi.gov.in> 
Date: 16 August 2022 at 6:19:16 PM IST 
To: nanhojaya27@gmail.com 
Cc: RISHI BARUA <rishib@sebi.gov.in> 
Subject: Response from Inox Wind Energy Services Limited 

  

Mr. Jin Lee, 

  

This is in relation to complaint filed by you against the subject company with regard to its DRHP. In this regard, we are given to understand 
that the response has been sent to you by the company.  

  

Attached is the response sent by the Issuer Company to you. You are advised to inform the name of the Chinese entity as stated in your 
complaint. In case of any further points, you are advised to raise the same latest by August 18, 2022. In case of no response by the aforesaid 
time, the complaint will be marked as disposed.  

  

Regards 

Nitesh Bhandari 

  

  

  

Dhruv Bhavsar 
Sr Associate - Investment Banking 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Disclaimer: This e-mail message may contain confidential, proprietary or legally privileged information. It should not be used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. If you have erroneously 
received this message, please delete it immediately and notify the sender. Please click here for detailed DISCLAIMER. 


